
RVA ARCHITECTS     

Rafael Viñoly is widely recognized as one 
of the world’s leading architects. Over his 
illustrious career, he has made his mark in 
almost every continent, driven by a desire 
to embed elegance in the built environment 
and to create original structures that 
transcend trends or fashion. His award-
winning firm, Rafael Viñoly Architects, is 
based in New York with offices in London, 
Manchester, Abu Dhabi, Palo Alto and 
Boston. One River Point is the only Rafael 
Viñoly building in Miami.

Viñoly’s work has been recognized in the 
world’s leading design publications and 
received numerous awards for excellence. 
He is a member of the American Institute of 
Architects, the National Academy, the Royal 
Institute of British Architects, the Japan 
Institute of Architects, and the Sociedad 
Central de Arquitectos in Argentina.

Viñoly and his team are responsible for 
conceiving, designing and realizing One River 
Point.

rvapc.com

RÉMI TESSIER     

Rémi Tessier is one of the world’s most 
highly regarded interior designers with a 
long list of super-yachts, planes, private 
residences and luxury offices to his name. 
He has a love of precision and a taste for 
rare materials; each one of his projects is 
bespoke and unique, tailored to its individual 
context and setting. He willingly defines 
himself as a craftsman of extreme luxury, 
one who thinks and rethinks elegance 
within places, where technicalities mingle 
ceremoniously with pleasure and well-being

The communal areas of One River Point 
will be envisioned by Rémi Tessier. The 
world-renowned interior designer brings 
his impeccable taste, and self-proclaimed 
“artisan” attention to expressive beauty to 
create an ambience and environment that 
continually delights.

remi-tessier.com



SASAKI ASSOCIATES     

Led by its principal Isabel Zempel, Sasaki 
Associates has made an indelible mark 
on the built world. Specializing in master 
planning, urban design, architecture, 
landscape architecture, graphic design, and 
civil engineering, Sasaki’s unparalleled design 
legacy has been acknowledged by 600-plus 
design awards.

Zempel has led the design of high-profile 
projects around the world, including award-
winning civic and cultural landscape work 
in the United States, Asia, Europe, and the 
Middle East.

Her work focuses on large-scale public 
landscapes, plazas, streetscapes, botanical 
gardens, waterfront developments, art 
installations, and sculpture parks.

sasaki.com

ADRIAN ZECHA     

In a career spanning more than 40 years, 
Adrian Zecha has founded a series of 
successful hotel and resort companies, while 
conceiving and developing more than 100 
internationally-applauded properties around 
the world.

Widely recognized as a visionary, Mr. Zecha 
creates, develops and operates some of the 
world’s most unique hotels and resorts. He 
is the non-executive Chairman of the highly 
successful General Hotel Management, 
and is the founder of Aman resorts, today’s 
world-renowned benchmark in luxury  
hotel living.

Adrian brings the inimitable Zecha touch to 
curating the One River Point Sky Club and 
Wellness Center.

ghmhotels.com   |    adrianzecha.com



KAR PROPERTIES     

Led by Principal Shahab S. Karmely, New 
York based KAR Properties is a real estate 
investment and development firm. With 
more than 28 years of international real 
estate experience, Shahab S. Karmely 
has honed an impressive pedigree 
in transactional, managerial, and 
developmental disciplines. These, combined 
with an extensive background in fine arts 
and design, are the foundational elements 
of his development expertise and overall 
vision.

As the founder of KAR Properties LLC, 
and through KAR and/or its affiliates, Mr. 
Karmely has acquired, repositioned, and 
monetized more than 3 million square 
feet of office, luxury mixed-use, and 
industrial space in the US, Southeast Asia, 
and Europe. With offices in New York 
and Miami, KAR currently oversees the 
management of a core portfolio of assets 
and a development pipeline in excess of 
5 million square feet. KAR has made a 
significant entry into the Miami market 
with acquisitions in excess of $120 million in 
established and emerging neighborhoods.

DOUGLAS ELLIMAN     

Douglas Elliman Development Marketing, 
a branch of Douglas Elliman Real 
Estate, offers unmatched sales, leasing 
and marketing expertise for properties 
throughout New York City, South Florida 
and the Hamptons, as well as throughout 
the United States and internationally. The 
firm draws upon decades of experience 
to collaborate with visionary developers 
and world-renowned interior designers 
and architects to create the most coveted 
properties in the marketplace.

Through a strategic global alliance with 
Knight Frank Residential, the world’s largest 
privately owned property consultancy, the 
company markets its properties to global 
audiences in 52 countries across  
six continents.

Exclusive sales and marketing for One River 
Point by Douglas Elliman Development 
Marketing

elliman.com


